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Dams:
(Things might change.)

Oroville Dam without DWR? It’s a possibility
By RISA JOHNSON, CHICO ENTERPRISE RECORD | April 25, 2018, mercurynews.com

Sacramento, CA – A bill proposed by
Assemblyman James Gallagher which
would take the State Water Project
out of the hands of the state
Department of Water Resources
passed unanimously on Tuesday
through a legislative committee.
Assembly Bill 3045 passed 15-0
through the Assembly Water, Parks,
and Wildlife Committee and is now
headed to the Assembly
Appropriations Committee. This
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comes just over one year after the failure of the Oroville Dam spillway, a component of the State
Water Project which is operated and managed by DWR.
Gallagher, R-Yuba City, represents residents downstream who evacuated on Feb. 12, 2017
during the Oroville Dam crisis. A total of about 188,000 people were ordered to evacuate that
day.
The State Water Project supplies water to about 26 million people from Northern to Southern
California. The bill, as amended by the committee, would shift the responsibilities of operations
and maintenance of the facilities that move that water from DWR to an independent agency under
the California Natural Resources Agency or a division under the California Water Commission.
“The Department of Water Resources is both the owner/operator and state regulator of Oroville
Dam,” Gallagher said. “This is a clear conflict of interest. We don’t allow any other industry to
regulate itself, and state government shouldn’t be exempt.” The proposed legislation calls for
establishing a State Water Project Commission to oversee the facilities in a more independent
and transparent manner, according to Gallagher. The commission would include experts in risk
management, engineering and water rights and also a representative recommended by Butte
County. Gallagher had originally proposed that the State Water Project be removed from under
DWR so it would fall directly under the California Natural Resources Agency. Sen. Jim Nielsen,
R-Red Bluff, is the bill’s principal coauthor.
(Always negative stuff about dams. We can’t do without the benefits. Without dams, populations
would either starve or die of thirst.)

Dams provide renewable energy but also take toll on the environment
By Amanda Schmidt, AccuWeather staff writer, accuweather.com, 4/18/18

The United States started using dam building for
Hoover Dam
hydropower in the early 1900s. While hydropower was
largely viewed as a green and renewable energy source
at the time, it would later be found that its use may come
at the expense of the environment. Dams are a barrier
constructed to hold back water, typically found in rivers,
and raise its level. The resulting reservoir is used in the
generation of electricity, as a water supply or for other
purposes. Dam building in the U.S. peaked around the
time that the National Historic Landmark the Hoover
Dam was built in the 1930s. The Hoover Dam was constructed to tame the Colorado River and
provide water and hydroelectric power for the developing Southwest. It fueled the development of
major cities, including Los Angeles, Las Vegas and Phoenix. It is capable of irrigating 2 million
acres. Its 17 turbines generate enough electricity to power 1.3 million homes.
Dams provide a range of economic, environmental and social benefits. Dams are used for
recreation, flood control, water supply, hydroelectric power, waste management, river navigation
and wildlife habitat, according to the U.S. Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA).
The U.S. is one of the largest producers of hydropower in the world, second only to Canada.
Dams produce over 103,800 megawatts of renewable electricity. They produce 8 to 12 percent of
the power needs for the U.S. Hydropower is considered 'clean' energy because it does not
contribute to global warming, air pollution, acid rain or ozone depletion, according to FEMA.
Hoover Dam
"It's renewable, but that doesn't mean better. As energy gets big, it gets different. That happens
for wind, for solar, for hydro," Penn State Associate Professor of Energy Engineering Jeffrey
Brownson said. Hydropower is the first of the renewable energy sources used to grow enough
that many of the previously unseen impacts are visible, according to Brownson. While
hydropower is considered green energy, many dams have negative environmental impacts,
cluster of ocean trash, the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, is now 3 times the size of France
Simple steps can help to reduce the excessive, harmful plastic polluting our oceans
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Aswan High Dam Construction

The Aswan Dam in Egypt demonstrates the negative
environmental implications of dam building.
"It turns out that when a dam gets so big, huge
environmental problems follow it," Brownson said
using the Aswan Dam as an example. The main
benefit of the Aswan Dam is its ability to control the
annual flooding of the Nile River. The dam has helped
the agricultural industries in the area, has provided
much needed water for irrigation and has produced
electricity from the hydroelectric output of the river.
The dam has helped Egypt to reach its highest ever
level of electric production as well as to achieve
numerous economic achievements. While it has
allowed many small villages the luxury of using
electricity for the first time, some agricultural fields
have become waterlogged as a result of silt deposits
in the reservoir. Other fields have been slowly eroded,
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particularly along the coastline. In addition, the delta has lost much of its fertility because the Nile
River no longer carries nutrients all the way to the mouth of the river.
While larger dams are still built in the U.S., smaller dams are not built as often in the U.S.
"What we've seen happen over the course of time is that a lot of those small dams that were
originally built for a specific purpose have been abandoned on the landscape," River Restoration
Director at American Rivers Lisa Hollingsworth-Segedy said. These dams have numerous
negative environmental impacts, especially those not maintained properly. Stagnant reservoirs
and rivers facing reduced water levels from river-draining diversions heat up in the sun. These
temperatures may be deadly to certain local freshwater species. The pool behind the dam creates
what Hollingsworth-Segedy calls the 'Kiddie Pool Effect.' "Think, when you're a little kid and you
want to get into in your kiddie pool in the backyard in the summertime. At first it's really cold
because the water's right out of the hose but after it sits in the sun for a while, the water warms
up and that's the same kind of thing that happens behind the dam," Hollingsworth-Segedy said.
The water warms up. Thus, the oxygen levels in the water drop. The water is no longer the
appropriate temperature, or "thermal profile," for the native species. The warmer water trapped
by the dam dissolves contaminants a lot faster than colder water, causing a chemical change that
is unhealthy for the native species. This trapped, warmer water also causes toxic algae blooms
that create poor water quality.
The section of the river that's upstream of the dam is different from other sections of the river, in
terms of temperature, flow, sediment and water chemistry. This section is no longer a streaming
environment. "You have a pond or a lake environment that supports invasive species that
wouldn't live in a flowing stream, but they're happy to thrive in that pond environment,"
Hollingsworth-Segedy said. Dams have contributed to an average freshwater wildlife population
decline of 81 percent since 1970, with some species even sent to extinction, according to the
World Wildlife Fund's Living Planet Report. Dams also trap beneficial sediment, preventing its
deposition on floodplains and deltas. This material is needed to sustain fertile agricultural lands,
wetlands and beaches. Climate change impacts will significantly affect dam resources and will
exacerbate the current environmental issues, according to the World Watch Institute.
(It’s about time.)

Lewisville Lake dam: Work to start in 2019, four years after the scare
By Jeff Mosier, The Dallas Morning News, 4/20/18, dentonrc.com

Since a spring 2015 scare at the Lewisville Lake
dam, Texas, repairs have been on a fast track.
But that means years when it comes to federal
funding. Now, preparations are accelerating for
the $150 million Army Corps of Engineers project
to secure one of the region's most critical pieces
of infrastructure, which the corps once rated as
the eighth-riskiest in the nation.
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers was addressing
slope stability which is part of normal maintenance
to prevent slides at a spillway at the Lewisville
Independent contractors are drilling and testing to
Lake dam on Thursday in Lewisville. The dam is
see how many new anchors are needed and strong
currently functioning as designed, according to the
they need be to for the stability of the spillway at
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The first contract
the Lewisville Lake dam on Thursday in Lewisville.
The dam is currently functioning as designed,
is expected to be awarded next year with
according to the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers.
construction also starting in 2019. Even without
Ron Baselice/The Dallas Morning News
the first large chunk of funding — about $55
million already in President Donald Trump's
budget — workers are already drilling deep under the concrete spillway to better understand
what's needed to ensure the dam's integrity. "Dams are designed and built to reduce flood risks,
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but they cannot eliminate all risks," said Col. Calvin C. Hudson II, commander of the corps' Fort
Worth district. But he emphasized that the dam is safe and effective. Hudson also used the oftenrepeated phrase that the dam is "functioning as designed."
Col. Calvin C. Hudson II, commander of the Fort Worth District, U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
talks to the media during a press conference Thursday about ongoing remediation work of the
Lewisville Lake dam in Lewisville. Concerns about the Lewisville Lake dam came to the public's
attention following a late 2015 Dallas Morning News story called "The Dam Called Trouble." That
recounted the discovery of a sand boil — or whirlpool — that officials briefly worried could have
led to dam failure. Quick action stopped the sand boil, and staff has continued monitoring that
area closely. A decade ago, corps engineers found seepage under the dam's foundation and
some embankment instability. The 63-year-old earthen dam is considered high-risk in part
because of the consequences of failure. Federal estimates are that complete failure would
threaten 431,000 people and could potentially flood downtown Dallas with 50 feet of water. The
upcoming repairs include new anchors for the concrete spillway and additional concrete covering
it. A new berm, collection and filtering system will keep tabs on and manage seepage underneath
the dam. The repair plans are reviewed by experts inside and outside of the corps. The contract
planned for next year will address seepage, which caused the sand boil that concerned corps
officials in 2015.
"We want to make sure that the seepage doesn't get out of control," Sarwenaj Ashraf, dam safety
program manager for the corps' Fort Worth district. She said that some seepage is expected
though. The next contract, expected in 2021, would be for spillway improvements. Drilling
equipment is already boring six holes as deep as 130 feet to test the soil. That work will help the
corps decide how many new anchors are needed and how strong they must be to reinforce the
spillway. Lewisville Lake dam improvements are expected to be completed by 2026 to 2028, a
couple of years later than expected. Corps officials said the need to break the $150 million project
into small pieces is expected to delay completion. Project funding will also include money to
strengthen parts of the dam against slides. Earlier, minor repairs have already been made to the
dam, including fixes to a dramatic 160-foot slide that happened after a particularly rainy season.
The corps had described that as mostly cosmetic and not a threat to the dam's structural integrity.
Those repairs cost about $8.8 million. While these are large projects, Hudson said there are
annual and every five-year assessments of the dam. Those and daily checks also lead to small
repairs and routine maintenance that Hudson likened to keeping a car running. "If we see
something," he said, "we fix something."
(Moving hazard classification target.)

‘This is our showpiece’: Project to modernize Brushy Creek dam complete
By Claire Osborn, American-Statesman Staff, 4/19/18, statesman.com

Regional officials showed off on Wednesday the
completion of an $18 million construction project to
modernize a dam in Williamson County, Texas
Wednesday that also included money for
improvements to a popular trail running along it. The
dam is by the city of Cedar Park’s Brushy Creek Lake
Park at 3300 Brushy Creek Road. It is one of a series
of 23 dams operated by the Upper Brushy Creek
Water Control and Improvement district.
The improvements to it include a zig-zag concrete wall
known as a “labyrinth weir” that increases the length of
the auxiliary spillway of the dam to 1,900 feet, which is six times longer than it was, said Chris
Tschirhart, a senior project manager with the water control and improvement district who spoke at
a ribbon-cutting for the project Wednesday. The zig-zag nine-foot tall structure has also increased
the amount of water the spillway can handle from 100 feet per cubic second to more than 36,000
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cubic feet per second, he said. The dam has no floodgates. The $18 million construction cost
includes $327,000 paid by Williamson County to help widen the Brushy Creek Regional Trail on
the upper embankment of the dam from 10 feet to 12 feet, said Randy Bell, senior director of the
Parks and Recreation Department for Williamson County. The construction cost also includes
$2.8 million paid by the city of Austin’s water utility department to move a wastewater line out of
the spillway.
The water control district paid for most of the construction, which took about 1½ years. The
district is funded by a tax of two cents for every $100 property valuation. Voters in the district
approved the tax in 2002. Williamson County also spent an estimated $200,000 to replace
another part of the trail near the dam that runs to Champion Park with concrete because it had
eroded badly, said Bell. The 6.75 mile trial winds along Brushy Creek from Round Rock to Cedar
Park. Bicyclists were lined up Wednesday waiting for officials to open the part of it that had been
closed due to the dam construction project. The 23 dams operated by the water control district
were built in the 1950s and 1960s for flood control along Brushy Creek in Leander, Cedar Park,
Round Rock, Austin, Hutto and parts of Williamson County. The district started a project to
modernize them in 2003 and now has modernized 20 of them, including the $18 million
construction project for dam #7, said Jeff Sawyer, the president of the Upper Brushy Creek Water
Control and Improvement District Board. “This is our showpiece,” said Sawyer at the ribbon
cutting at the dam on Wednesday and citing the beauty of the lake area around it. The district has
modernized its other dams by raising the walls but couldn’t do that for dam #7 because of the trail
that runs along it, said Tschirhart. The dams have to be modernized to comply with state dam
safety regulations because they were in rural areas when they were first built, but the areas
around them have since been developed.
(Infrastructure mended.)

Dubuque lock and dam reopens after temporary repairs (UPDATE)
By: Associated Press, April 25, 2018, dailyreporter.com

DUBUQUE, Iowa (AP) — Commercial traffic along
the Mississippi River that halted in Dubuque will
resume following temporary repairs to part of a lock
and dam. The Telegraph Herald reports that
Dubuque’s Lock and Dam No. 11 will reopen
Wednesday afternoon after being closed since
Tuesday morning. Aaron Dunlop is the operations
manager for the Mississippi River Project with the
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. He says a routine
inspection uncovered cracks at a mitre gate
connection point, which is a mechanism controlling the lock’s water level. Dunlop says the repairs
are temporary and permanent fixes will need to be made soon. The brief closing comes less than
two weeks after navigation on the river fully opened for the season. Corps figures say nearly
6,000 vessels passed through the lock and dam in 2016.
(Will it, or not?)

US House moves to reverse order to aid salmon
By: MATTHEW DALY and NICHOLAS K. GERANIOS, Associated Press, Apr 25, 2018, informnny.com

WASHINGTON (AP) - The U.S. House approved a
bill Wednesday that would reverse a federal judge's
order to spill more water from four Pacific Northwest
dams to help migrating salmon reach the Pacific
Ocean. The bill, approved 225-189, would prevent
any changes in dam operations until 2022. It was
sponsored by Republican Reps. Cathy McMorris
Rodgers and Dan Newhouse, both of Washington
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state. They say the four Snake River dams provide hydropower, flood control and other benefits
while already allowing record salmon runs. "We are recognizing the role dams play in the
Northwest and that dams and fish can co-exist," McMorris Rodgers, the fourth-ranking House
Republican, said after the vote. Critics, however, blame the giant dams, built in the 1960s and
1970s, for killing wild salmon, an iconic species in the Northwest. Environmentalists have pushed
to remove the dams to aid salmon recovery. The bill now goes to the Senate.
"I urge my colleagues in the Senate to come forward and support our dams," Newhouse said.
Once one of the greatest salmon fisheries in the world, the Columbia-Snake river system now has
more than a dozen endangered salmon runs. Democrats have argued that on-going studies of
the dams, including whether they should be removed, must go forward. The four dams - Ice
Harbor, Lower Monumental, Little Goose and Lower Granite - span the Snake River between the
Washington cities of Pasco and Pullman. Together they produce about 4 percent of the region's
electricity. Proposals to remove the dams have percolated in the Northwest for decades, and
have devolved into a largely partisan issue with Democrats generally on the side of fish and
Republicans for keeping the dams. The government has spent some $15 billion over the decades
to increase salmon runs, with mixed results.
In March 2017, U.S. District Judge Michael Simon of Portland, Oregon, ordered the dams to
increase spillage beginning this spring. Federal agencies estimated that increasing spill from
early April to mid-June would cost ratepayers $40 million in lost power revenues this year.
The 9th U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals recently upheld Simon's order. The dams operate under a
plan to protect salmon created by a collaboration of federal agencies, states and Indian tribes
during the Obama administration. Simon found the plan does not do enough. He ruled a new
environmental study is needed and it must consider the option of removing the dams. He also
wrote that wild salmon were in a "precarious" state. McMorris Rodgers countered that the number
of salmon returning from the ocean to spawn is high. "We have been in court now for 20 years,"
McMorris Rodgers said. The House bill would delay changes to the 2014 plan for dam operations
until 2022, she said.
"The experts ... should be the ones deciding how to best manage this system," Newhouse said.
"Not a judge in Portland, Oregon." Northwest RiverPartners, which represents a group of river
users, hailed the bill as good news for salmon. Salmon "will continue to benefit from protections
that are already working," director Terry Flores said. But environmental groups were dismayed by
the bill. "This legislation ensures that we continue on the same costly, ineffective path that has
seen continued declines in wild salmon in the Pacific Northwest," the environmental groups said
in a joint press release. The bill "would push salmon closer to extinction," they contend.
(More work to define the leakage.)

Drilling Crews Search For More Leaks At Priest Rapids Dam
By ANNA KING • 4/27/18, nwnewsnetwork.org

Crews are drilling deep into southeast Washington's
Priest Rapids Dam on the Columbia River to find out
the extent of damage after leaks were recently
discovered. So far, crews have drilled about 80 core
samples in the dam's spillway structure, and they plan
to drill more than 200 altogether over the next couple
months. Two of the holes are leaking three to four
gallons of water per minute, according to Grant Public
Utility District officials. That leak has been traced to a
lift joint, which is a seam between two pours of
concrete located near the bottom of the dam.
To lessen the pressure until they know more,
operators have lowered the pool behind the dam about three feet below what would be normal for
this time of year. That might become tricky when spring melt comes. But dam operators said the
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structure is still safe. The exploratory drilling costs about $30,000 a day. Behind the dam lies
Priest Rapids Lake, which is about 80 feet deep and stretches 18 miles up the Columbia River.
Priest Rapids is the last dam upriver from the Hanford nuclear cleanup site.
(Dang dam builders at it again.)

Beaver dam leads to sinkhole on North Carolina road
By The Associated Press, Apr 27, 2018, blueridgenow.com

CHOCOWINITY, NC — Beavers are good at stopping water,
but on one road in North Carolina, they’ve shown they can
stop traffic, too. The N.C. Department of Transportation tells
local news outlets that beavers built a dam underneath N.C.
Highway 33 east of Chocowinity in Beaufort County which
backed up rain water and weakened the soil, causing the
sinkhole. Maintenance supervisor Mike Nichols told WITN in
Greenville that the sinkhole was seven to eight feet deep and
six or seven feet wide. Nichols said the extent of the damage
isn’t known, so there’s no estimate on when the highway will reopen. Until then, motorists will
have to take a detour covering up to six miles.
(Guess they’re out of business without the dams.)

PacifiCorp transfers water to charge Klamath Project
PacifiCorp agreed to transfer 10,500 acre-feet of water to the Bureau of Reclamation to
help jump-start the project heading into a drought year.
By GEORGE PLAVEN, Capital Press, April 30, 2018, capitalpress.com

Klamath Project irrigators got a much-needed break Thursday with the release of 100 cubic feet
per second of water from Upper Klamath Lake to begin charging canals for the upcoming
irrigation season. PacifiCorp, which operates a system of hydroelectric dams on the Klamath
River, agreed to transfer 10,500 acre-feet of water to the Bureau of Reclamation to help jumpstart the project heading into a drought year. Farmers and ranchers are still waiting on a federal
judge in San Francisco to issue a ruling that will determine when they can start irrigating, and how
much water they will have available. A 2017 court injunction requires the bureau to hold 50,000
acre-feet of stored water in Upper Klamath Lake through early June to flush away C. shasta, a
deadly parasite that infects threatened coho salmon.
Based on current projections, it is not possible to
satisfy the injunction while also maintaining
minimum lake levels for endangered sucker fish
and deliver irrigation water to farms, according to
the bureau. The Klamath Water Users Association
and local irrigation districts have asked Judge
William Orrick to stay the injunction, which would
provide clarity for irrigators moving forward.
The judge held a hearing April 11, later indicating
he was “inclined” to modify the injunction.
Additional briefings were due Thursday. Scott
White, executive director of the Klamath Water
Users Association, said he is hopeful for a ruling
possibly as early as this week. Until then, he said
charging the canals will ensure they are ready to
deliver irrigation water as soon as they receive an
allocation. “We’re not out of the woods, but we’re
starting to see some daylight,” White said.
PacifiCorp agreed to a temporary water transfer
from reservoirs that support the Klamath
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Hydroelectric Project. Jeff Nettleton, area manager for the Bureau of Reclamation, said the
proposal satisfies all court requirements as well as target flows downstream of Iron Gate dam in
California.
Reclamation intends to return water to the hydroelectric reservoirs between July 1 and Sept. 30,
Nettleton said. Tim Hemstreet, director of renewable energy development for PacifiCorp, said the
utility understands the difficult circumstances basin farmers face this year. “PacifiCorp recognizes
that the 2018 water year is extremely challenging in the Klamath Basin and is happy to make
adjustments to how we operate our hydroelectric project to help balance the many competing
demands for water,” Hemstreet said. White said farmers should have an easier time conveying
groundwater from wells to their fields with the canals charged. The development comes not a
moment too soon for garlic and row crops, which are feeling the effects of warmer and drier
weather. Ross Fleming, a fifth-generation farmer in the Henley area south of Klamath Falls, said
he has 50 acres of garlic planted this year compared to 28 acres a year ago. “It needs water. It’s
kind of a shallow rooted crop,” Fleming said. “If you don’t have water on it now, you’re going
backwards.” Fleming, who also grows potatoes, alfalfa and small grains, said charging the canals
will help immensely getting water where it is needed on the farm. “I’m just tired of the uncertainty,”
he said. “You just can’t run a farm here without water.”
(Fixin’ the polls for the answer you want.)

Terry Flores: Survey on support for Snake River dams misleading
May 1, 2018, by Terry Flores, spokesman.com

The Spokesman-Review recently reported on a
poll conducted by special interest groups that
have been campaigning for decades for removal
of hydropower dams on the Snake River (“Poll
shows Washington voters choose salmon over
dams,” March 31, 2018). Not surprisingly, their
results purport to show that – wait for it –
Washington voters also support dam removal!
Yet even a brief look at the survey questions
reveal this as a classic “push poll,” in which questions are posed in order to “push” interviewees
toward certain answers – not to gather information about what people genuinely think when
presented with all the facts.
The poll’s manipulation begins with a two-fer: The first question asks voters if preventing salmon
extinction is important. The second asks which is more important: preserving salmon or
preserving dams. This is classic push-polling: First, suggest that something horrible and untrue
(salmon are going extinct; they aren’t) is true. Then, ask people to make a false choice between
salmon and dams, while implying that dam removal will eliminate myriad other threats that fish
confront during their lifecycles. Some facts the poll left out: Salmon and dams have co-existed for
decades. While the Snake dams certainly affect salmon, all are equipped with state-of-the-art
technologies that allow adult and young fish to pass safely by them. And while it’s fun to fantasize
about the millions of fish that will return to rivers if only we removed the dams, science tells us
that many factors affect salmon survival, including sport and commercial harvest, degraded
habitat, hatcheries and – most influential of all – ocean conditions. The poll also asked voters if
they would be willing to pay a “slight” increase on their electric bills to protect salmon. It didn’t
bother to mention that $20 or more of a typical $100 electric bill already goes to salmon
protection, or that Northwest families and businesses have already spent nearly $16 billion on
such efforts since the late 1970’s. According to the Bonneville Power Administration, removing
the Snake dams would cost the region another $1.3 billion to $2.6 billion; it could also increase
wholesale power rates by 24 percent to 29 percent, which roughly translates to a 12 percent to 15
percent increase in residential rates. Hardly a “slight” increase.
Northwest RiverPartners also regularly commissions polls in partnership with DHM Research, an
independent, nonpartisan firm in Portland with a 40-year track record in the Northwest. Last April,
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DHM surveyed 1,500 people in Washington, Idaho, Oregon and western Montana about salmon
and dams. The difference is that DHM asked balanced questions designed to elicit honest
answers.
For example, in the anti-dam groups’ polling, a question about removing the Snake dams was
preceded by false statistics that depict the dams as unnecessary. In contrast, DHM’s question
was introduced with the strongest arguments for dam removal and for keeping them. In response,
a majority of Northwest residents (64 percent) said they support the dams and only 22 percent
support removing them. Among Washingtonians, support for the dams was even stronger (66
percent). Citing their flawed poll results, anti-dam groups maintain that Congresswoman Cathy
McMorris Rodgers, an ardent supporter of the dams, is out of touch with voters in her eastern
Washington district. A bill sponsored by McMorris Rodgers and a bipartisan group of Northwest
leaders, H.R. 3144, recently passed the House of Representatives. It provides a “pause” on 20
years of anti-dam litigation and allows a court-ordered environmental review process focused on
federal hydro system operations, called NEPA, to be completed. Meanwhile, it would keep in
place a salmon plan – the 2014 Biological Opinion – that was vetted and supported by federal
scientists in the Bush and Obama administrations, and Northwest states and tribes.
This leadership by McMorris Rodgers and her congressional peers is truly representative of the
region they represent. The DHM poll showed that a large majority of Northwest residents (83
percent) agree that it is critical for both hydropower dams and salmon to co-exist. And, when
DHM asked Washington respondents if they would be more or less likely to vote for a candidate
who supports dam removal, 64 percent said they would be less supportive. Clearly, it’s the antidam groups, not McMorris Rodgers, who are out of touch. Terry Flores is executive director of
Northwest RiverPartners, a nonprofit alliance of farmers, utilities, ports and businesses in
Washington, Idaho, Oregon and Montana.
(Dangerous geology.)

Chelan PUD Monitoring Chelan Gorge Slope
BY KEVIN ROUNCE, MAY 1, 2018, kpq.com

The slope along 1,200 feet of Reach 2 in the Chelan
River Gorge is being closely monitored Chelan
County Public Utility (PUD) staff reported to
commissioners at Monday’s board meeting. One
location, Site A (see map), is a known area of ground
movement. The PUD has been watching this area for
more than 25 years with little activity. It’s located
about 750 feet from the Gorge Road. Site B is a
more recent movement area. Chelan PUD
employees were scouting the area with Chelan-area
residents to identify potential locations for extending the Reach 1 trail. What looked to be an old
road was actually a newly formed striation or furrowed ground at the north end of the PUD
property. On closer examination, it was obvious that there had been a slide area just below Site B
and it traveled down to the river shoreline.
Bill Christman, PUD Chief Dam Safety Engineer, said PUD staff has determined this new location
seems to be more active than Site A. This earth movement is natural phenomena. Out of
precaution, the area is being closed off to public access and signs will be set up to make the
public aware of the potential hazard. The PUD is contracting with a geotechnical firm to help with
the assessment. PUD staff and the consulting engineers will look at what might occur if an
earthen dam resulted from a large rockfall. Also to be studied is what impact an earthen dam
would have on hydro operations, as well as conditions further downstream in Reach 4. Likely,
there would be a large release of water below the dam, similar to what occurred in the 1990s,
leaving sand and gravel in Reach 4 on its way to the Columbia River.
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Until more information is known, the public is urged to stay out of the signed area. Christman
went on to say that there are no structures in the path of the unstable ground. While it is possible
a large ground movement could release material that could block the gorge, the gradual nature of
the ground movement makes it unlikely that there would be a large release that could block the
gorge. No protected fish travel to Reach 2. There are resident fish in the area. If there was a
greater slide release into the river, a potential response might be to increase flow into the Chelan
River from the Chelan Dam to create a “flushing” action to push the debris downstream, similar to
what would naturally occur. The PUD would monitor this action carefully to protect listed species
in Reach 4 and to minimize water quality impacts. The PUD has reached out to state and federal
agencies, stakeholders and tribes to advise them of the situation. All those who have been
contacted agree with the approach being taken by the PUD.

Hydro:
(State joins the fight.)

N.H.: Dams Are a Factor In Erosion
By Rob Wolfe, Valley News Staff Writer, April 26, 2018, vnews.com

Lyme, NH — The New Hampshire Department of
Environmental Services this week joined Upper
Valley residents and conservation groups in
criticizing studies from the owner of the Wilder
Dam that say the hydropower facility has little
effect on erosion along the Connecticut River.
The current owner, Great River Hydro, and the
former owner for many years, TransCanada
Hydro Northeast, have steadily denied
allegations that the three Connecticut River
facilities — in Wilder, Bellows Falls and Vernon,
Vt. — contribute to riverbank erosion. In a justcompleted comment period for federal relicensing, area residents and watershed conservancy
organizations rebutted a ream of recent studies from Great River Hydro, which argued that
natural causes, and not the dams, had eaten away at riverbank soils.
One of Great River Hydro’s reports concluded that “(dam) operations, while perhaps causing
sediment entrainment in isolated incidents, cannot be responsible for widespread bank sediment
entrainment or bank erosion.” The state Department of Environmental Services was among
many to question the findings. “Visual observations strongly suggest that daily (water surface
elevation) fluctuations associated with project operations impact stream bank stability, and
erosion potential,” the state agency said in a Monday letter filed with the Federal Energy
Regulatory Commission. The letter cites several measurements of river flow and riverbank stress
that it says the Great River studies left out. “NHDES requests that this information be provided,”
the letter says numerous times. Meanwhile, Upper Valley stakeholders and Great River Hydro are
waiting on federal officials to moderate their debate.
FERC, which is considering the dams’ relicensing, is due to issue a decision in June on what
additional study, if any, is necessary. A public comment period ended this week.
Others to dispute the notion that the erosion was natural included the Connecticut River
Conservancy, the Upper Valley Local River Subcommittee of the Connecticut River Joint
Commissions and numerous interested landowners. “The overriding thing is that the operation of
the dam is causing tremendous erosion on the river,” Lyme resident and Upper Valley Local River
Subcommittee member John Mudge said in an interview on Wednesday. Lyme has been hit
particularly hard by erosion, which has closed a section of River Road for years. Mudge, who has
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lived in the area for decades, said he has watched pieces of his riverfront property surrender to
the river year by year. “It’s not limited to Lyme,” said Carl Schmidt, another river subcommittee
member who owns land by the river in Orford. Schmidt said the river tended to undercut its banks
when the Wilder Dam released large amounts of water. The facility in Wilder and its two
downriver cousins tend to hold back water until consumer demand is high, then let the water flow
through when prices are highest. “It’s not just normal erosion, which rivers cause as a natural
function — this goes well beyond that,” Schmidt said.
Great River Hydro’s erosion studies took place at the request of FERC, which asked for the
information as part of the relicensing process. Mudge said residents and area organizations were
limited to asking for more comprehensive and accurate assessments from Great River’s experts
because the research would be too expensive to do themselves. “Part of the problem is just the
cost,” he said. “All of us are out here just as individuals.” Jennifer Griffin, who handles FERC
licensing and compliance at Great River Hydro, said the next step was for the hydroelectric
company to file its response to the public responses. That deadline falls on May 22. The federal
commission then will review the information it has received, with a June 21 deadline to issue a
decision on what more study, if any, is needed. All of this work will lead to Great River Hydro’s
filing an amended application for a dam license, a process that “generally takes about two years
and includes two opportunities for stakeholder comment,” Griffin said. Griffin declined to respond
to the criticisms in the public comments, which the company has not yet had time to review. But
she noted that Great River had spent considerable time and resources to conduct its studies.
“It’s been a lot of money and a pretty extensive study,” she said. Great River Hydro, a subsidiary
of Boston-based ArcLight Capital Partners, bought the three Connecticut River dams, along with
several others on the Deerfield River, from TransCanada for nearly $1.07 billion in 2017.
(Fire sale!)

Psst! Hey mister ... wanna buy a hydroelectric plant?
BY STEVEN MAYER, bakersfield.com, 4/27/18

It's nearly a century old, has suffered some damage
from a rock slide, and is currently not operational.
Despite those downsides, Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
announced Friday it plans to offer for sale its small Kern
Canyon powerhouse, located at the mouth of the
canyon off Highway 178. Another damaged and nonoperational hydroelectric facility in Tulare County may
also go on the auction block this summer. No estimate
was available of what the Kern Canyon plant, its
diversion dam upstream, the penstock — an angled
pipe that conveys water to the powerhouse — and the accompanying riverside acreage are
worth. But the property is larger than one might think — 650 acres — so the price could be
considerable. "That's not something we're going to disclose," PG&E spokesman Paul Moreno
said Friday. Built in 1921, the powerhouse, when operating, has a generating capacity of 11.5
megawatts. According to the California Energy Commission, that's enough juice to power more
than 8,600 homes, and as many as 11,500 homes, depending on the season. And it's carbonneutral.
The plant is fed by flows from a small diversion dam upstream. However, the dam, its gates and a
catwalk were damaged by a rockslide last year. PG&E has taken the dam out of service by
removing the spillway gates and boards to allow water to pass through. According to PG&E, the
powerhouse is costly to operate.
"Given their small power output, the sales of the two facilities are expected to have a negligible
impact on PG&E’s overall portfolio of renewable power," the utility said in a news release.
In addition, PG&E does not anticipate any job losses as a result of the sale. Before any
purchases can be finalized, both the California Public Utilities Commission and the Federal
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Energy Regulatory Commission must approve the sales, the statement said. If the Kern facility
were sold and once again made operational, PG&E would not be obligated to purchase the
energy generated by the plant, Moreno said. "The new owner could sell that power to a number
of utilities," he said. PG&E said it plans to initiate an auction in mid- to late-summer 2018, and
anticipates it will take two years or more once the auction starts for sales to close and ownership
to transfer. The second PG&E powerhouse potentially going on the auction block is the Tule
River powerhouse, built in 1914 and located about 35 miles east of Porterville. It has a generating
capacity of 6.4 megawatts. Last year, several structures related to supplying water to the plant's
penstock were damaged in a wildfire and have since been non-operational. Could one possible
option be to completely remove the Kern plant and its connected infrastructure — and restore that
section of the mighty Kern to its natural state? "Our intention is to sell that facility to a buyer who
will continue to operate the facility," Moreno said.
(Blame it on the hydro project. They got the money.)

Maryland dam needs to reduce environmental impact
By COURTNEY COLUMBUS - 4/27/18, dailyjournal.net

Changes need to be made at a Maryland hydroelectric
dam before its federal license can be renewed, state
environmental regulators say. The Maryland
Department of the Environment announced Friday that
Exelon, the energy company that runs the Conowingo
Dam, needs to reduce the amount of sediment and
nutrients that flow downstream, among other
requirements. As part of the federal licensing process,
Maryland has to certify that the facility meets state
water quality standards.
“The Conowingo Dam sediment problem has been building up and ignored for decades, and this
comprehensive strategy — the Water Quality Certification — requires restoration for the nutrient
and sediment pollution, and also it requires a more balanced flow regime for the river,” said
Maryland Secretary of the Environment Ben Grumbles. “It also includes significant improvements
for fish and eel passage.” According to the water quality certification, Exelon also needs to
improve debris removal and study the feasibility of installing and running a solar trash wheel
similar to ones used in Baltimore. The dam is the largest one in Maryland, officials say. It spans
the Susquehanna River, which flows into the Chesapeake Bay. The “stringent environmental
conditions” in the water quality certification will help local restoration efforts, officials say.
“It’s a blueprint for cleaner water and a healthier ecosystem, both for the Susquehanna River and
the Chesapeake Bay,” Grumbles said. The dam has been in operation for nearly a century, and
Exelon is seeking a 50-year license renewal. The dam’s license expired in 2014. Maryland
environmental regulators didn’t approve Exelon’s 2014 renewal application because the
application lacked information about impacts to water quality. Exelon filed its current application in
2017, officials said. The energy company said it’s committed to restoring and sustaining the
health of the Chesapeake Bay. “It is important to understand that the Conowingo Dam does not
produce any pollution itself,” it said in a statement. “We are reviewing the State of Maryland’s
water quality certification now and will evaluate next steps to determine the long-term viability of
the Conowingo Dam.”

Environment:
(Fish gotta swim!)

Energy Department Selects Four Projects for Fish Passage Funding
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By Green Liver, 4/26/18, imperialvalleynews.com

Washington, DC - Today, the U.S. Department of
Energy Water Power Technologies Office (WPTO)
announced $2.4 million in funding for four projects
aimed at developing and testing innovative
upstream and downstream fish passage solutions
for hydropower dams, while reducing construction
and operation costs. WPTO is committed to
lowering the cost of hydropower deployment while
significantly reducing the environmental footprint
of new and existing technologies as part of its
HydroNEXT initiative. Cost-effective fish passage
technologies will assist hydropower owners and
Alden Research Laboratory
operators in meeting rigorous environmental
permitting requirements and bring more hydropower online faster.
"Early-stage investments in innovative fish passage solutions are needed to reduce the costs and
environmental impacts of new projects," WPTO Director Alejandro Moreno said. "Enabling
industry to develop novel technologies that can improve the environmental performance at
hydropower facilities ensures that the nation’s hydropower fleet continues to generate clean
electricity and provide essential reliability services for the nation’s power grid."
Fish passage technologies provide a way for fish to navigate barriers such as dams and
impoundments, preserve environmental integrity and river connectivity, and enable downstream
and upstream fish migrations. The following selected projects were chosen to develop new
designs that will improve efficiency and cost, and demonstrate broad applicability to a variety of
different hydropower sites:
Alden Research Laboratory, Inc. of Holden, Massachusetts will evaluate two new
modular and scalable bypass systems for transporting migrating adult eels downstream
in a biologically effective manner. Modular systems use separate, similar components
that can be constructed off-site then easily integrated into new or existing sites and
scaled to greater capacities. The effects of these systems on American eel will be tested
in the Alden Research Laboratory’s flume and then in the field at the Mine Falls
Hydroelectric Project on the Nashua River in Nashua, New Hampshire.
Black Bear Hydro Partners, LLC: Brookfield Renewable of Milford, Maine will evaluate the
performance of the Whooshh Fish Transport System—a new fish passage solution using
lengths of flexible tube and slight differences in pressure to gently propel fish up and
around obstacles in waterways—for allowing safe, timely, and efficient transport and
collection of endangered Atlantic salmon broodstock at the Milford hydroelectric facility on
the Penobscot River in Maine. Improving costs and efficiency of fish passage, including
collection of broodstock of these endangered fish, will contribute to species recovery
efforts while simultaneously testing the effects of this new technology next to an existing
fish ladder at the facility.
University of Massachusetts Amherst of Hadley, Massachusetts will evaluate the
performance of a novel fishway entrance and auxiliary water system, known as the
Entrance Palisade, in a semi-controlled environment. This new design represents a
fundamental shift in how water is delivered for fish passage and has the potential to
drastically reduce construction costs. The Entrance Palisade will be evaluated for its
effect on fish passage efficiency, fish passage rates, and animal behavior with multiple
species of concern, including American shad.
Electric Power Research Institute, Inc. of Knoxville, Tennessee will develop and
demonstrate the use of machine learning techniques with software tools to automate the
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detection of adult American eel from multi-beam, imaging sonar data. Automating the
detection of adult American eel has the potential to enhance the overall quality of eel
monitoring and reduce the cost of compliance by reducing data storage requirements and
the amount of skilled labor required to analyze the data.
DOE's Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy (EERE) supports early-stage research
and development of energy efficiency and renewable energy technologies that make energy more
affordable and strengthen the reliability, resilience, and security of the U.S. electric grid.

Othe9
Stuff:

Other Stuff:
(Excerpts. Lookout hydro here it comes!)

This Will Be America's Top Renewable
Energy Source by 2019
April 27, 2018, MarketsMotley Fool, foxbusiness.com

Hydropower emerged as a dependable way to
illuminate American cities in the late 1880s. Not
much has changed in 2018; in fact, hydroelectric
dams have been the largest source of renewable electricity generation in the United States for
over 100 years. But that's all about to change. A combination of decommissioning of older
hydroelectric dams and cumulative investments of over $145 billion in the last decade will
combine to knock hydropower into the number two spot in the rankings by 2019 -- to be replaced
by wind power. Growth in wind power Opens a New Window. Is expected to continue for the
foreseeable future, promising to make the change permanent. Here's how individual investors
can take advantage.
Hydropower has met its match
According to data compiled Opens a New Window by the U.S. Energy Information Administration,
hydropower is projected to account for about 6.5% of American electricity generation in 2018 and
6.6% in 2019. There's some wiggle room since hydroelectric dam output depends on annual
water runoff volumes in various regions, but barring below- or above-average rainfall those are
reasonable estimates.
Soon enough, not even higher water runoff will be able to keep hydropower in the top spot.
According to the EIA, wind power is projected to account for 6.4% of American electricity
generation this year, and to overtake hydropower with 6.9% in 2019. The expectations for
continued steady growth come on the heels of an estimated 16.3 GW of new capacity
installations in the next two years, which will push total American wind capacity to over 104 GW.
Opens a New Window.
The expansion has been possible due to a mix of technology and economics. The latest wind
turbines are more efficient at producing power, which means 1 GW installed today is more
valuable than 1 GW installed a decade ago. New analytics software can even boost the output of
older generation assets.
From an economics perspective, a healthy tax credit on production provides predictable cash flow
for years after project completion. Meanwhile, wind farm owners have figured out they can
actually lower electricity costs over time compared to, say, coal power plants since they don't
need to purchase fuel. -------
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This compilation of articles and other information is provided at no cost for those interested in hydropower, dams, and
water resources issues and development, and should not be used for any commercial or other purpose. Any copyrighted
material herein is distributed without profit or payment from those who have an interest in receiving this information for
non-profit and educational purposes only.
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